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It does not, in fact, “take money to make money.” Ideas and innovation can make money, so can
rich land and skilled labor, especially when these are combined with protection of private
property and the willingness to compete.
To successfully engage Asia economically, which will enhance prosperity both at home and for
American partners, the U.S. does not need to pour in either financial or human resources. Those
are luxuries. Our wealth, technology, natural resources, skilled labor, and – making these much
more valuable -- our willingness to conduct free and open exchange have shaped Asia in the
post-war area. If we act wisely, they will do so for decades to come.
It is certainly true that the U.S. must be consistently involved in the institutions (acronyms) that
matter to Asia, from the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the East Asia
Summit (EAS) to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and Asia-Pacific Economic Community
(APEC). 1 So a bit more funding for plane flights, hotel stays, and specialists at the office of the
United State Trade Representative and elsewhere would be useful. But U.S. economic openness
will count far, far more than any combination of government programs and personnel.
The core of engagement with Asia should be to guarantee to maintain and extend that openness,
in exchange for steps by our partners to better protect property rights and enhance competition in
their markets. These steps will vary by country and characterizing each situation is a book-length
endeavor. A partial list of American priorities includes: (i) accepting in policy terms the benefits
of imports and the costs of export subsidies; (ii) quickly concluding a strong TPP to boost
regional economies, especially Japan’s, and (iii) with more difficult partners, matching the level
of ambition in bilateral talks to the extent and direction of internal reform.
What Matters Most
Our economic engagement in the Asia-Pacific rests on more than six decades of access to the
U.S. market. This access was transformative in post-war Japanese economic reconstruction and
in the development of Korea and Taiwan. It was transformative in the expansion of the Chinese
economy. 2 It could yet prove transformative in the development of India and Vietnam. Of
course, these countries primarily needed and still need to make wise policy decisions concerning
savings and other factors but they frequently make them in order to take advantage of the
indispensable American market.
The reference point for understanding the American economic role in Asia, both for the U.S. and
the region, is our imports from Japan. From zero in 1945, these reached $69 billion in 1985. This
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was almost exactly the same as American imports from Canada (our largest trade partner for
nearly all of our history) and the equivalent of five percent of Japanese GDP, which was then
second-largest in the world and fast-rising. 3 American capacity and willingness to import in
these quantities was highly visible and highly sought by others.
South Korea did not have Japan’s pre-war legacy of development. In 1960, it was comparable in
wealth to countries in sub-Saharan Africa and exports to the U.S. were negligible. By 2000, its
exports to the U.S. exceeded $40 billion, or 7.5 percent of GDP, and South Korea was well on its
way to being a rich nation. 4 In 1960, Taiwan was only modestly richer than Korea at the time
and exports to the U.S. were negligible. In 2000, exports exceeded $40 billion, 12 percent of
GDP, and Taiwan was solidly upper middle-income. 5 These facts were well-appreciated for
decades but now sometimes seem to be forgotten on both sides of the Pacific.
Chinese development was not initially linked to the U.S. However, the second wave of Chinese
reform, starting in late 1992, improved corporate efficiency and prepared the way for WTO
accession, an accession driven by Sino-American agreement. 6 From 1992 to 2012, Chinese
exports to the U.S. increased by a factor of 17, or $400 billion. In 2012, they were the equivalent
of five percent of China’s GDP, which is second-largest in the world and fast-rising. 7 The
parallel to Japan is striking.
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In light of the Chinese experience, another obvious candidate to walk this path is India. There is
little sign of India being willing to undertake fundamental reform in order to sell on a large scale
to the American market, but this was also true in China in 1991. Smaller but still notable in size
is Vietnam. Through its negotiations in the TPP, Vietnam is attempting first and foremost to win
market access to the U.S. and follow the path of its neighbors. 8
Investment has been much less important than trade in Asia-American economic relations and
can play a larger role. Japan is by far the largest Asian investor in the U.S., while flows from
Korea and Taiwan, as well as Australia, are inconsistent in size. Chinese money goes
overwhelmingly into low-yield bonds. 9 Drawing steadier investment from the richer countries
and more productive investment from China does not require financial incentives - American
respect of property rights, huge consumer market, and natural resources are more than enough
incentive. All that is needed is information from local governments and a timely, transparent
approval process at the federal level.
Some of the implications
The matter of open American markets to many Asian countries, and the lack of reciprocal
openness in some cases, has been subject to extensive political debate in the U.S. In one
important respect, the debate is misguided: the large trade deficits the U.S. runs with Asia as a
whole, and China in particular, do not necessarily represent lost American jobs.
Imports from Asia-based producers, even improperly subsidized imports, benefit consumers and
thus strengthen the American economy. They can even create jobs directly here, in offloading,
transportation, sales and so on. It is no surprise that the sharp downturn in 2009 saw the U.S.
trade deficit with our top six Asian trade partners at $290 billion while the recovering economy
of 2012 saw the deficit exceed $430 billion. 10 At the same time, subsidized American exports are
a type of income redistribution program – taxpayer money going to certain exporters – and do
not benefit the country as a whole.
It is certainly true that many Asian policy-makers have show mercantilist tendencies over the
years, inhibiting American exports and denying the associated benefits to American workers and
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companies. 11 Congress has struggled to influence these policies without resorting to denial of
access to the U.S., which would harm both trade partners and American interests. The solution is
to continue to leverage our open market.
Leveraging has already occurred - despite domestic political dissatisfaction, American demands
for open trade have powerfully shaped Asia compared to the pre-WTO era. More recently, China
joined the WTO to protect its access to the U.S., signing up for rules put in place at America’s
behest. 12 Japan, Vietnam, and Malaysia are willing to go beyond the WTO and join the
American-led TPP for the same reason. The institutional engagement with ASEAN and, to a
lesser extent at the EAS and APEC, offers additional opportunities.
In contrast, a protectionist turn by the U.S. would be destructive for the region and our role in it.
A truly closed American market, featuring high tariff walls imposed for political reasons, would
shatter the Sino-American relationship and alienate other countries which are not treaty allies. It
would leave the U.S. with an unpleasant and possibly untenable role as security guarantor, only,
in an economically damaged and increasingly hostile region.
While withdrawal is not on the table at the moment, fortunately, there is also risk from the failure
to engage. If restrictive rules of origin in the TPP make it more like a bloc than the core of an
Asia-Pacific free trade zone, it will force countries to decide to be “with us or against us.” This
may lead to one of the regional endeavors, such as ASEAN+3, becoming a counter- bloc. Even if
nothing so dramatic happens, the absence of American economic leadership will almost surely
lead to more mercantilist competition within the region, which already lingers just below the
surface in exchange rate policy. 13 The region will see more political tension and offer less in the
way of benefits to the U.S.
U.S Policy Tour
Writing about Asia is similar to trying to plan a trip to Asia: there are too many places to go. The
economic kingpins, Japan and China, naturally merit the most attention. There are also
particularly interesting American choices to be made with regard to Taiwan, India, the
Philippines, and Indonesia. All involve leveraging the U.S. market and other economic strengths
to drive Asian policy choices.
The large economies
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The TPP is not the only game in town but it is the biggest one. It became the main event when
Japan joined and Tokyo now very much needs a good TPP.
Prime Minister Abe’s program to end the long period of economic stagnation has begun to
founder on delays in much-touted structural reform. 14 The TPP could deliver the painful changes
necessary while allowing Abe to claim they are not his doing, but rather unavoidable in light of
the economic importance of the TPP group as well as Japan’s current standoff with China.
Agriculture reform in particular would improve Japan’s land usage, which constitutes a
fundamental shift, and is a high American negotiating priority. 15 A TPP which both helps
reinvigorate Japan’s economy and improves access for goods and services in which the U.S. has
a comparative advantage would be the single biggest accomplishment of the Asia pivot.
As ever, China’s impact is multifaceted. In terms of the TPP, most member states want China to
be able to join. Several, including the U.S., want China to be able to join if and only if it fulfills
the terms of a high-standard agreement. Negotiating with China will involve the same issues as
negotiating with other parties but one stands out as more pointed: the treatment of state-owned
enterprises (SOE’s). This is being done in the TPP through a chapter on “competitive neutrality.”
The idea behind competitive neutrality is SOE’s should not be granted competitive advantages
over private firms. But existing versions of competitive neutrality, such as Australia’s, were
formulated for countries that wish to limit SOE’s. It is not clear Singapore and Vietnam qualify
and it is entirely clear China does not qualify. 16 So this is a two-stage process. First, TPP talks
must yield a strong version of competitive neutrality that binds hesitant countries. Second, the
TPP grouping must become a sufficiently powerful lure for China to meet the obligations.
Beyond the TPP, Asian countries understand that Chinese policy is based essentially on
convenience, while American economic policy is based on principle. China welcomes foreign
commodities and other goods and services that it considers valuable at the time, the U.S.
welcomes foreign goods and services that offer quality and low prices. This provides the U.S.
with a major diplomatic advantage and counterweight to Chinese practices. At the bilateral level,
the record shows that negotiating change from outside does not work. 17 Internal Chinese reform
must precede an investment treaty, it will not come about from an investment treaty.
Pivotal smaller economies
A challenge of a different sort for U.S. policy involves Taiwan. With only 23 million people,
Taiwan remains in the top 13 of American trade partners. This impressive performance is also a
vulnerability: to remain prosperous, Taiwan must remain in the forefront of global trade
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evolution. This has been extremely difficult due to Chinese intimidation of much of the world
with regard to Taiwan’s signing bilateral and some multilateral trade agreements. 18
Offering Taiwan economic alternatives is just as important as the American security commitment
in ensuring the island’s citizens can choose their own destiny. Given regional politics, the U.S.
must either lead a multilateral effort to engage Taiwan or work toward purely bilateral accords.
While Taiwan-U.S. economic negotiations have sometimes been unpleasant, American shale
shipments could have extremely high value to Taiwan and enable needed improvements in the
treatment of agriculture products. 19
Other difficult economic negotiations have involved India. To be the kind of economic and,
ultimately, security partner the U.S. wants, India must fundamentally liberalize rural land
ownership, manufacturing labor laws, and economic exchange across its own states. Yet the
India-U.S. bilateral economic relationship is shaky and India is often constitutes the chief
obstacle to progress at the WTO Doha round. 20
The best - perhaps the only - place to make progress may be in forums with Asian countries that
have successfully liberalized. These have adopted a number of principles India has repeatedly
infringed, for example with regard to taxation and intellectual property. Progress may be elusive,
but it will certainly damage the relationship and encourage more disruptive Indian behavior in
the WTO and elsewhere if the U.S. starts closing the door to Indian workers. Taxing Indian labor
to pay for internal American programs, as in early 2011, is harmful in this regard. 21
Two members of ASEAN not currently involved in the TPP and therefore not receiving much
American policy attention are Indonesia and the Philippines. The latter is, of course, a U.S. treaty
ally. It boasts an economy where household spending has accelerated to better than six percent
growth annually and manufacturing and services are now far outperforming the traditional sector
leaders agriculture and mining.
To maintain this performance and create the jobs necessary to absorb more than 10 million
unemployed will require pro-market reform. 22 With reform and given the large Filipino labor
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force, a maturing industrial sector would become quite competitive on world markets, making
this the most promising time yet to enhance the Philippines-U.S. economic relationship. The
security relationship means American political support for closer economic ties is high, the
question of whether a bilateral or multilateral approach is superior should be answered by
internal Philippines politics.
Indonesia is the largest ASEAN member, with a population about equal to that of the U.S. in
1989. It also has a growing labor force and, unlike some of its neighbors, has shown no particular
tendency to run large trade surpluses. Indonesia’s policy record, though, is uneven at best. It is
contemplating a year-long ban of unprocessed ore exports, which would be illegal under the
WTO, and a mercantilist turn that could have a considerable impact in the region. 23 It is not
clear how best to engage Indonesia economically and the obstacles and potential in doing so are
perhaps the best justification for active American participation in the EAS.
Recommendations
The U.S. has already changed Asia, especially East Asia, for the better with our openness. The
ideal course is to continue to do so. Economic engagement of Asia should be based on, but not
limited to, the following guidelines:
1) Do not treat imports as if they automatically cause job losses here. Do not treat subsidized
exports as contributing to national prosperity.
2) For foreign investors, provide information rather than opaque or politicized review processes.
3) Ensure the competitive neutrality provisions in the TPP tightly constrain countries that
continue to seek to subsidize their state-owned enterprises.
4) Quickly conclude a strong TPP that offers Japan benefits in autos and elsewhere in exchange
for better access to the Japanese agriculture and services markets.
5) Do not move forward on a bilateral investment treaty with China until it is clear that relevant
internal reform is under way there.
6) In the trade and investment framework talks with Taiwan, bundle two key commodities:
Taiwan can be treated as free trade partner in oil and gas if it is also one in agriculture.
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7) Treat India as a vital but long-term partner. Negotiate under the bilateral economic dialogue
for basic reform and do not punish Indian services firm for the failure of their government.
8) Be quick in seizing an unprecedented opportunity to engage the growing but fragile
economies in the Philippines and Indonesia either on a bilateral basis or through the TPP.
The U.S. does not need a large commitment of resources to successfully engage Asia
economically. We just need the willingness to maintain and extend our openness.

